Schörghuber
hospital doors
Hygiene, sterility and cleanliness are essential in hospitals.
To accommodate the 24h operation, doors must be highly
durable and functional. Due to their permanent high use
they are subject to great wear in daily operation. On the
other hand, they should contribute to creating a pleasant
atmosphere through perfect acoustic insulation and an
attractive design.
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Hospital doors for all purposes
Patient room doors
The doors in patient rooms must be robust and suitable for the requirements of everyday
hospital activities. Door widths of at least 1250 mm allow unimpeded passage of beds. Their key
characteristics include barrier-free access, easy handling and hygienic surfaces. Equipping the
doors with acoustic insulation ensures the required recovery-inducing quiet in the patient rooms.

Operating theatre sliding doors
In operating theatres and treatment rooms, door leaves can constitute an obstacle in the room.
Sliding doors are space-saving and convenient solutions to this problem. They provide physicians
and nursing staff with unimpeded access and the possibility of moving machinery and patient
transport equipment into the rooms. Doors equipped with automatic operation and glazing cut-outs
add everyday practicality to hospital environments.

Hallway doors
Clinic and hospital hallways must be very spacious to accommodate daily activities. These areas
require double-leaf doors with automatic opening and closing function that ensure convenient
handling and barrier-free access. The hallway doors are for the most part fire and smoke protection
doors to secure fire compartments, depending on the building structure. In case of danger, they
must keep escape routes accessible.

Treatment room doors
Privacy is required in treatment rooms. Doors in this area must comply with acoustic insulation
requirements of at least Rw,P = 37 dB. In X-ray rooms, protection from harmful X-rays, gamma
radiation or electric radiation is the top priority. Lead inserts in doors and frames prevent the spread
of harmful radiation. Glazing cut-outs allow the staff to observe what goes on in the rooms.
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Functions and equipment
Design examples

Equipment options
Radiation protection
The required radiation protection is defined by
the so-called lead equivalent value of the door.
Schörghuber offers a lead equivalent value of
up to 6 mm.

HPL surfaces

Steel hospital rebated frame

HPL laminate meets the hygienic requirements of hospitals. It is robust
and can be designed at will. Laminates are available as an anti-bacterial
version. Also recommended are anti-fingerprint surfaces that are resistant
to fingerprints and grease. They come in very matt and very modern styles.
The Schörghuber HPL surface Cleanroom White is tested for its resistance
to chemicals. At the same time, the surface underwent a decontamination
process with H2O2 and was classified as resistant.

The Schörghuber steel hospital rebated frame was designed in such a way
that when opened it is flush with the door leaf to provide full passage width.
This facilitates the passage of patient beds and larger objects while preventing
damage to the door leaf edge. The steel hospital rebated frame is available as
a single-leaf or double-leaf version, optionally with transom light, as well as the
functions fire and smoke protection, acoustic insulation, radiation and burglar
protection. Available surface finishes include stainless steel, powder-coated
or galvanized primed.

Flush-fitting glazing cut-out
Flush-fitting glazing cut-outs promise functionality
coupled with an attractive design. The hygiene
requirements are fulfilled by the smooth transition
between the door leaf surface and the glass.

Operating theatre sliding door
Sliding doors are the suitable choice for large and wide openings with limited space and accessibility.
Sliding doors with automatic operation are indispensable for access to X-ray rooms, operating
theatres or emergency room areas. They allow physicians and nursing staff unimpeded access while
large machinery and patient transport equipment can also be easily moved into the rooms. The
sliding door type 13 can be equipped with fire and smoke protection and radiation protection as well
as acoustic insulation up to Rw,P = 37 dB and is available in large dimensions. For glazing cut-outs,
two-sided flush-fitting glazing is recommended.

Barrier-free access

Integrally cast PU edge

Patient room door with steel hospital rebated frame

Hospital doors must also be accessible to persons with physical limitations.
User-friendliness is the top priority. Schörghuber offers door sets approved
acc. to DIN 18040 “Construction of accessible buildings” as well as
DIN EN 12217 “Operating forces”. Motor locks, electric strikes and automatic
closers add to the operating comfort. XXL lever handles fitted in a low position
are an additional measure. The regulation-conform clear passage width of at
least 900 mm must be complied with.

The integrally cast PU edge offers the best edge protection for door leaves.
If wooden frames are used, they can also be equipped with the PU edge. It is
particularly resistant to scratches and impacts, is easy to clean and resistant
to chemicals and cleaning agents. The integrally cast PU edge is available in all
RAL and NCS colours. Four standard colours are available in the Schörghuber
high-speed programme.

In hospitals, doors must often provide the entire passage width to allow beds, wheelchairs and large
machinery to easily pass in and out of the rooms without damage to the material. Schörghuber
developed the steel hospital rebated frame specifically for this application area. Its special rebated
geometry allows the frame to fit flush with the door leaf when opened at a 90-degree angle, offering
a larger access width than conventional frames. All functions such as fire and smoke protection,
acoustic insulation, radiation and burglar protection are possible and they can also be used in wet
and damp rooms.

Surface protection
The use of stainless steel bottom sheets as impact
protection and protective sheets in the handle area,
offers additional protection to the door surface.
These sheets can either be milled flush-fitting into
the door leaf or glued on.

Patient admissions
The admissions area must consist of a delineated
work area offering the largest possible overview
at the same time. This can be achieved by fixed
glazing, solid wood framed doors with large glazing
sections and sliding windows. Intercom glazing
is recommended for this area.
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Hospital doors in action
0302
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Agatharied hospital, Hausham
Radiation protection sliding door type 3 with stainless steel frame,
HPL laminate, stainless steel protective sheet, automatic operator.

02

University Medical Centre Hamburg-Eppendorf
Fire/smoke protection doors type 3 with steel frame, HPL laminate,
slide rail door closer.

03

Kantonspital Obwalden, Sarnen
Fire protection/acoustic insulation doors Rw,P = 37 dB type 5 with folded
wooden frame, HPL laminate, integrally cast PU edge on door leaf and
frame, bottom sheet.

